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 Hello dear readers and friends it is nice to be back in touch with everyone. I 

hope this past week was enjoyable for you as mine was for me. Celebrating my 

birthday playing a round of golf at Fernandina Municipal Course in Fernandina 

Beach then enjoy libations at the 19th Green at the Sandbar all the while with 

someone who is much more than just a close friend but a brother. One cannot ask 

for more. 

 Enjoying the current Ryder Cup golf competition between the United States 

and Europe occupied the remaining time. Watching the event has been anything but 

boring and a hearty congratulations goes out to our United States team for winning 

the competition. Truly, the second-round escapades on Saturday was full of 

excitement no matter what side of the “pond” your allegiances may lie. 

 Sergio Garcia and Jon Rahm, the Spaniards, truly was a pairing that was 

worth the watching. Sergio making great chips from off the greens to Jon and his 

uncanny putting abilities from great lengths on the green were only matched on this 

day by the US pairing of Dustin Johnson and Collin Morikawa. These four golfers 

provided equal excitement for everyone. The players excitement when making 

crazy shots to their visible frustrations when missing simple shots added greatly to 

the overall viewing of this golf event.  

 The wind conditions blowing at the Whistling Straits course at Haven, 

Wisconsin added tremendously to how shots had to be played. The eight holes that 

a line along the water’s edge of the shores of Lake Michigan, 3, 4. 7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 

and 17 with the cliffs have seen a multitude of visitors this weekend and has made 



the viewing by novice golfers such as me of professionals having to make 

unbelievable shots from precarious lies a television viewing worthy and equal to 

watching a good college football matchup during this early fall football season.  

 During my normal fall Saturday ritual, the workout of flipping the TV remote 

between multiple collegiate games was engrossed by Texas A & M – Arkansas and 

the Ryder Cup. As I watched the Ryder Cup, a strange impression and thought 

came to my mind and I wondered how the decision was made. The thought being, is 

from one who has a graduate degree in International Business Law, the Ryder Cup 

of course is an international golf competition between golfers of the United States 

and golfers of Europe. The flag standards used represents these designations with 

Old Glory and her fifty stars and thirteen stripes of the US flag and the European 

flag with its blue field and the circle of twelve yellow stars. The fifty stars on Old 

Glory of course represents the fifty individual states that make up the United States 

of America with seven red stripes and six white stripes that represent the original 

thirteen colonies and subsequently, the original thirteen states. The circle of the 

twelve yellow five pointed stars on the blue European flag represents the Regional 

Organizations of Europe and the European Union with its 28 member States. Here 

in lies the quandary of which I speak, and which confronts me. 

 The European flag that is being used represents Europe and the member states 

of the EU with the associative team members from various countries representing 

Europe playing under its colors. The teams of both consist of twelve players. How 

then can six members of the twelve member European team play and represent 

Europe? Specifically, Paul Casey, Matt Fitzpatrick, Tommy Fleetwood, Tyrell 

Hatton, Ian Poulter, and Lee Westwood are all golfers from England. Less anyone 

forgets on January31, 2020, the United Kingdom, which England is a part of, voted 

to leave the European Union and this action was subsequently called the Brexit 



vote. The UK, which consists of the countries of England, Northern Ireland, 

Scotland, and Wales, is the first country to have left the European Union meaning 

they are no longer a part of the European Council and the flag does not represent 

them though the British Isles has always been unofficially considered as a part of 

Europe even though it is isolated from the continent of Europe by the English 

Chanel and the North Sea. 

 Casey, Fitzpatrick, Fleetwood, Hatton, Poulter, and Westwood are all great 

professional golfers who I have enjoyed watching through the years in the PGA 

Tour events in America and the European Tour events but if the UK is not a 

member of Europe Union, how can these golfers play and represent the European 

Team under its flag? I must assume they have received some sort of provincial 

ruling which allows them to play much like the ruling a golfer gets when he has a 

bad lie and needs a determination made by a rule’s official on the course if he can 

move his ball. 

 The Ryder Cup is a biennial event taking place every other year. It was 

established and named for Samuel Ryder. It is administered by a joint venture setup 

between the PGA of America and the Ryder Cup Europe which is also a joint 

venture of the PGA European Tour, the PGA of Great Britain and Ireland, and PGA 

of Europe. Seeing how the event is named for an English businessman, then it is 

quite obvious how everyone can overlook and excuse this “minor” technicality.  

 Understanding the history of its origins, the gentlemen of the past such as 

Bobby Jones, Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, Collin 

Montgomerie, Gary Player, Nick Faldo, Henry Cotton, plus many others who set 

the standards of golf and knowing how much I love to play the game of golf, though 

I am nowhere near or even close to the caliber of these and current players and my 



friends who once in a millennium will allow me to play in a foursome with them, I, 

too, can excuse and overlook this minor technicality.  


